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1. PURPOSE 
The purpose of this calculation is to document the Waste Package Degradation (WAPDEG) version 
3.09 (CRWMS M&O 1998b. Soft~t~ctre Rolitirle Reporr.for IVAPDEG (I'er.siorl 3.09)) simulations 
used to analyze degradation and failure of 2-cm thick titanium grade 7 corrosion resistant material 
(CRM) drip shields as well as degradation and failure of the nraste packages over which they are 
placed. The waste packages are composed of two corrosion resistant materials (CRM) barriers. The 
outer barrier is composed of 2 cm of Alloy 22 and the inner barrier is composed of 1.5 cm of 
titanium grade 7. The WAPDEG simulation results are post-processed into tables of drip shield / 
waste package degradation time histories suitable for use as input into the Integrated Probabilistic 
Simulator for Environmental Systems (RIP) version 5.19.01 (Golder Associates 1998) computer 
code. This calculation supports Performance Assessment analysis of the License Application Design 
Selection (LADS) Enhanced Design Alternative IIIb. Additional details concerning the Enhanced 
Design Alternative IIIb are provided in a Design Input Request (CRWMS M&0 1999e. Desigrl Ilzpollt 
Reqliesrfor LADS Pllase II  EDA E\wlucttiorls, Item 3). 
2. METHOD 
Temperature and relative humidity (RH) time histories at the drip shield / waste package surfaces 
are calculated elsewhere and provided as input to this WAPDEG simulation. These histories are pre- 
processed into a form suitable for use as input to the WAPDEG stochastic simulation code through 
the use of the pre-processor Mkhistory (Attachment I). The stochastic simulation code WAPDEG 
(CRWMS M&O 1998b. Softlt'are Rolirille Report for WAPDEG (Versio1~ -3.09)) is used to generate 
drip shield / waste package failure profiles. WAPDEG's inputs also include vanous temperature and 
relative humidity thresholds for corrosion initiation, corrosion models, and corrosion model 
parameter distributions. WAPDEG has the capability to model drip shield / waste package failure 
degradation either through localized corrosion processes (pitting or crevice corrosion), leading to 
small pinhole perforations. or through general corrosion processes leading to much larger "patch" 
perforations. In this calculation, the drip shields and the titanium inner bamer of the waste packages 
are assumed to only undergo general corrosion processes, which result in "patch" pel-forations (see 
Assumption 3.9 in Section 3). More detailed discussions of the WAPDEG conceptual model are 
given elsewhere (CRWMS M&O 1998a. Total Spterll Prrforl1lrcizce A.sse.sLsn~c~~lt-Vicibilirj~ 
Assess~~le~l t  (TSPA-VA) A1zalxse.s Technicrtl Basis Doc~llllellr - Cllc~prrr 5, \1.7u.sre Packrcgcl 
Degrudatiorl Modelitzg urlcl Abstractio~l, pp. 5-27 to 5-29). The drip shield / mraste package failure 
profiles calculated by WAPDEG consist of time-varying measures of the number of pit or patch 
penetrations on each drip sh~eld / waste package. The WAPDEG post-processor, Post308 (CRWMS 
M&O 1998b. Sojht'are Rolttille Report for WAPDEG (Ver.siorl 3.09), Appellciis D) ,  abstracts this 
information to produce one RIP input table (Golder Associates 1998, pp. 7-32 through 7-25) per 
WAPDEG simulation. The RIP input table contains: 
I )  The fraction of drip shields / waste packages failed versus time curve for the simulation, 
2) The average number of pit penetrations per failed drip shield / waste package versus time 
curve, and 
3) The average number of patch penetrations per failed drip shield / waste package versus 
time curve. 
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As mentioned earlier, in this calculation, the drip shields and the titanium inner barrier of the waste 
packages are assumed to only undergo general corrosion processes, which result in "patch" 
perforations. As a result, the above curves only reflect the results of "patch" perforations (i.e., the 
curve for RIP input Item 2 above, for instance, will indicate no pit penetrations for the drip shields). 
Post308 has two main objectives: 
a) It reformats the WAPDEG output to conform to the RIP input format and, 
b) It decreases the number of points in each of the three curves discussed above to 
approximately 83 (or less depending on the data being processed) through a process of 
time averaging. 
More detailed discussions of the WAPDEG version 3.09 and Post308 codes appear elsewhere 
(CRWMS M&O 1998b. Softbttare Rortri~ze Report,for U'APDEG (Versioll 3.09)). 
Waste package failures under dripping conditions were modeled by executing the WAPDEG code 
three times, as described in Section 3.0. The first WAPDEG simulation (using the input file 
NElaSsSEDA3b-ds.inp) models 2-cm thick titanium grade 7 drip shield failures. The first breach 
curve resulting from this simulation was then used to create a distribution of dripping start times for 
the waste packages beneath the failed drip shields. This distribution is contained in the file 
NElaSsSEDA3b-ds.cdf. A second WAPDEG simulation (using the input file NElaSsSEDA3b- 
wpl.inp) was then performed for the outer (Alloy 22) barrier of the waste package failures using this 
dripping start time distribution. The results of the outer barrier simulation are then used to create a 
distribution of corrosion initiation times (contained in NElaSsSEDA3b-wpl .cdf) for the titanium 
grade 7 inner barrier. A third WAPDEG simulation was then performed for the titanium grade 7 
inner barrier of the waste packages using this distribution of corrosion initiation times. Under non- 
dripping conditions, the presence of the drip shield is irrelevant to \ \ a t e  package degradation 
modeling and only two WAPDEG simulations are necessary (using the input files NEOaSs6EDA3b- 
wpl.inp for the waste package outer banier and NEOaSsbEDA3b-wp2.inp for the waste package 
inner barrier). 
3. ASSUMPTIONS 
No assumptions are made in executing Mkhistory. The limitations on the Mkhistory software routine 
and on the validity of the resulting output are discussed in detail in Attachment I. 
For the calculations involved in attaining a post processed table for input into RIP, there are two 
steps to consider: 1) Execution of the WAPDEG code and; 2) Post processing of WAPDEG output 
for creation of tables for input to RIP. There are several assumptions necessary to consider for the 
WAPDEG simulations. With the exception of the different thermal hydrologic 
(time/temperature/relative humidity) histories and the assumptions noted below. the modeling 
assumptions used to model degradation of the drip shields and waste packages are identical to those 
used previously in the TSPA-VA REV 01 base case calculation (CRWMS M&O 1998d. Crearillg 
Ilrpzit Tables fro^?^ WAPDEG for RIP) (DTN: M098lOSPAOOO13.000) to model degradation of dual- 
barrier waste packages (i.e., a 10-cm carbon steel outer barrier around a 2-cm CRM inner barrier). 
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Although WAPDEG version 3.07 (CRWMS M&O 1998c. Sqft~vare Roritilze Report for I.t%PDEG 
(Versiorl3.07)) was used in the TSPA-VA base case calculation and WAPDEG version 3.09 is used 
in the present calculation, the assumptions listed in the TSPA-VA REV 01 base case calculation are 
applicable to the present calculation (with the exception of those noted below). No additional 
assumptions pertaining to the use of the Post308 code are made in the calculation of the drip shield 
or waste package degradation profiles. 
The WAPDEG input file NElaSsSEDA3b-ds.inp is used to model degradation of a 2 cm titanium 
drip shield. The following assumptions are made for titanium grade 7 drip shield corrosion 
degradation modeling: 
3.1 The variability in drip shield degradation is adequately characterized by modeling 400 drip 
shields. This assumption is made to be consistent with the number of waste packages 
simulated. This assumption is used in the WAPDEG input file, NElaSsSEDA3b-ds.inp, in 
the fourth line (first value) after the last history file name. 
3.2 The fraction of model parameter variance assigned to drip-shield-to-drip-shield variance is 
set at 0.35 (the second value on the third input line after the last thermal hydrologic "history" 
file name in the WAPDEG input file NElaSsSEDA3a-ds.inp). The remainder of the model 
parameter variance is assigned to patch-to-patch variance between the patches on each drip 
shield. This is consistent with Assumption 3.12 in the TSPA-VA REV 01 base case 
calculation (CRWMS M&O 1998d. Crectti~lg Illprrt Tcthles.frolt~ WAPDEG,fi?r RIP, Section 
3.0) in which the waste-package-to-waste-package fraction of model parameter variance is 
set to 0.35. It is expected that the same material and exposure environment variances 
appropriate for consideration in modeling of the waste packages would also be appropriate 
for consideration in modeling the drip shields and lead to the same variance partitioning. 
The total drip shield surface area modeled is 30.22 m'. This is based on the length of the 21 
PWR (Pressurized Water Reactor) waste package type over which it is emplaced and drip 
shield dimensions provided (CRWMS M&O 1999b. Design lilpltt Tra~lsllzitf~~I For Waste 
Streart1 1~lfon~~utio~l. for LADS, PIzase 2, EDAs, Item 1 p. 3/34 Table 2 and Item 5 p. 112). The 
drip shields are assumed to have a "mail-box" (inverted U-shaped) configuration and to be 
placed over the waste packages with a gap between the drip shields and the waste packages 
to avoid direct contact. The length of the waste package is 5.325 m. The waste package total 
length includes two 0.225-m outer barrier extensions ("skirts"), one on each end (i.e., two 
of them), for lifting of the waste package (CRWMS M&O 1999d. Desipz I~lplrt Tralzsl~littal 
For Skirt Dir?ze?lsio)~s for LADS, Phase 2, EDA Wuste Packages, Item 1 p. 11 1 ). The outer 
barrier extensions are not considered in corrosion modeling. The inner and outer radii of the 
curved portion of the drip shield (the drip shield is corrugated like a storm drain pipe) are 
1.050 m and 1.220 m, respectively. The average of the drip shield inner and outer radii are 
used to define an effective radius to be used in determining the effective surface area of the 
drip shield. The function of the drip shield is to delay dripping water contact with the waste 
package surface until after drip shield failure. The breached drip shield area, through which 
dripping water can flow, is the modeling area of interest to this calculation. The most 
conservative assumption would be that dripping water can penetrate the drip shield through 
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its entire surface area. The least conservative assumption would be that dripping water could 
penetrate the drip shield only through the projected area above the waste package (i.e., a 
rectangular area defined by the waste package diameter multiplied by its length). The 
effective area used in this calculation is a realistic compromise between these two extreme 
approaches. The height of the drip shield side plates is 1.3 17 m. Thus, the drip shield surface 
area modeled (i.e., subject to corrosion degradation) is given by: 
IR := 1.050m OR := 1.220m Inner (IR) and outer (OR) drip shield rad 
L :=5.325.m- 1.0.225.m L = 3.875 m Waste package length - two skirts 
SPH:= 1.317.m Drip shield side plate height 
,- ( IR+ OR) 
er .- er = 1.135 m Effective Radius 
2 
7 
Tot :=?.SPH.L+ n .er,L Tot = 30.91 mn- Drip shield surface area modeled 
This assumption is used only in determining the number of patches per waste package in 
Assumption 3.4. 
3.4 The drip shield surface area was divided into 975 patches each 0.03 10 m2 in area. This patch 
size was chosen to be consistent with the patch size chosen in the TSPA-VA REV 01 base 
case calculation (CRWMS M&O 1998d. Creutitlg Itzplrr Tables ,frot?z WAPDEG ,for RIP, 
Section 3.0 Assumption 3.3). Continuing from the calculations presented in Assumption 3.3 
above: 
PS :=0.0310m2 Patch Size 
This assumption is used in the WAPDEG input file NElaSsSEDA3b-ds.inp in the fourth line 
(second value) after the last thermal hydrologic history file name. 
3.5 The drip shields are 2-cm thick and are composed of titanium grade 7 (CRWMS M&O 
1999e. Desig~z lizp~ct Reqliest for LADS Phase II EDA E\~alrintiotls, Item 3 p. 2). The current 
version of WAPDEG was developed to model a two-barrier waste package, with the outer 
barrier hard-wired to be a corrosion allowance material (CAM) of carbon steel, and the 
corrosion model parameters for the inner barrier able to be supplied by the user through the 
WAPDEG input file. In order to model the drip shield corrosion degradation process as a 
corrosion resistant material (CRM) with no CAM, it is required to assume that the drip shield 
has a very thin (le-12 cm) "simulated CAM and the CAM pit multiple (or localization 
factor) be set to a very large number (le12) in the WAPDEG input file used. The effect is 
an immediate failure of the drip shield simulated CAM upon satisfaction of the relative 
humidity (RH) and temperature thresholds for corrosion initiation of the "simulated" CAM. 
This assumption is used in the WAPDEG input file NElaSsSEDA3b-ds.inp on the second 
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input line after the last history file name (first value) and on the third input line after the [No 
Drip Model, CAM] and [Neutral Drip Model, CAM] input headers. 
3.6 Corrosion of the drip shields is assumed not to occur until after they are emplaced and 
ventilation ceases 50 years after waste package emplacement (CRWMS M&O 1999e. Desigiz 
I~lpztr Reqrtesr for LADS Pllcrse II EDA E~~cllriatiorz.~, p. 4. "LADS Enhanced Design 
Alternatives" Table Row 9 Column 4). This is accomplished by using a SO-year corrosion 
delay time. The basis for this assumption is that it is not expected that the drip shields will 
be fabricated any significant period of time before their use and that during the ventilation 
period, any dripping water will be removed by air flom', and relative humidity in the 
emplacement drifts will be maintained at very low levels. This assumption is used in the 
WAPDEG input file NElaSsSEDA3b-ds.inp on the nineteenth and twentieth input lines after 
the last history file name. 
3.7 The temperature corrosion initiation threshold for the very thin simulated CAM outer banier 
was assumed to be represented by the cumulative distribution function for titanium grade 7 
as given in A22TiTth.cdf (CRWMS MgiO 1999c. Drsigrl Irzprit Trarl.s~?lirtnl For Lice~zse 
Applicutiorl Desig~l Selectio~l Phase 2 E~zllcir~ced Desig~l Alrer~l~ri\-es Irlpzir oil I )  
Tenlperarrire a ~ l d  Relarille Hrrnliclity Tllre.slzolcis~for Vccriorrs Corro.\ioil Mocles of Alloy 22 
Allel Ti-7 2 )  Clacicii~lg Degrc~dcitiorl Dzie ro Elc~\lntecl Fzirl Rod Te~l~percrrzire.~ Ccizisc~ci B!. rlle 
Use of Backfill or Higher Tllentlal Locxii~lg, Item 1 p. 113 Response 1).  This assumption has 
the effect of delaying the initiation of corrosion of the titanium grade 7 drip shield until the 
temperature initiation threshold for corrosion of the simulated CAM is satisfied (since the 
CAM fails immediately upon satisfaction of the corrosion initiation thresholds). This 
assumption is based on the input received. This assumption is used in the WAPDEG input 
file NElaSsSEDA3b-ds.inp on the first and second input lines after the [No Drip Model 
Features] header and on the first and second input lines after the [Neutral Drip Features]. 
3.8 The relative humidity corrosion initiation threshold for the very thin simulated CAM outer 
barrier was assumed to be represented by the cumulative distribution function for titanium 
grade 7 as given in A22TiRHth.cdf (CRWMS M&O 1 9 9 9 ~ .  Desigrz I~lprit Tr~~iz~~?litrezl For 
Licerlse Applicatio~l Desist1 Selecriorl PIlase 2 E~lllcr~lced Desig~l Alreulari\~c~.s l~lprrt o11 I )  
Ter~lperatlire and Relarille Hunzidiry Thresholds for Vnriozis Corrosio~l Moclos of Allo~l 22 
And Ti-7 2 )  Clcidcling Degradariorl Dzie ro Elelluted Fuel Rod Ter~lperarrrres C~rzisc~l By flle 
Use of Backfill or Higher Tlzen~lal Loadiilg, Item 1 p. 113 Response 2). This assumption has 
the effect of delaying the initiation of corrosion of the titanium grade 7 until the relative 
humidity initiation threshold for corrosion of the simulated CAM is satisfied (since the CAM 
fails immediately upon satisfaction of the corrosion initiation thresholds). This assumption 
is used in the WAPDEG input file NElaSsSEDA3b-ds.inp on the third and fourth input lines 
after the [No Drip Model Features] header and on the fifth and sixth input lines after the 
[Neutral Drip Features]. 
3.9 It is assumed that there is no localized corrosion (i.e., there is only general or "patch" 
corrosion) of the titanium grade 7 drip shields. This assumption is based on input received 
(CRWMS M&O 1999c. Design I~lpzrr Trcrilsrtlirral For Lice~lsr Appliccirio~l Desig~z Selcctioiz 
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Phase 2 Eilllailced Desigil Alterilati\~es hlplit oil I )  Teiilpercctzrre uilcl Relctti~le Hliiiliditjl 
Tl~resholcis~for Variolis Corrosioil Modes ($Alloy 22 A id  Ti-7 2 )  Clciciclirlg Degradarioil Dlrr 
to Elevated Fuel Rod Tenlperatlrres Calised By the Use of BackJill or Higher Tllentlul 
Loadiiig, Item I p. 213 Response 5). This assumption is used in the input file 
NElaSsSEDA3b-ds.inp in the [No Drip Model, CRM] and [Neutral Drip Model, CRM] input 
segments by using the "CRMGeneralRateOnlyV model. 
3.10 The general corrosion rates used to model general corrosion degradation of the titanium grade 
7 drip shields under dripping conditions are derived in Attachment 11. In Attachment II, i t  is 
assumed that i t  is appropriate to derive the titanium grade 7 general corrosion rate cdfs (3 of 
them) used with the "CRMGeneralCorrosionRateOnly" model at the temperatures of 30°C 
(gTilSOSO.cdf), 60°C (gTi25050.cdf), and 120°C (gTi35050.cdf). The basis for this 
assumption is that these thermal conditions span the possible repository exposure conditions 
under which active general corrosion can occur based on the thermal hydrologic history files 
used and the temperature corrosion initiation threshold used (A22TiTth.cdf). This 
assumption is used throughout Attachment II. 
3.11 In deriving the general corrosion rates used to model general corrosion degradation of the 
titanium grade 7 drip shields under dripping conditions. the total variance of the cdfs are 
assumed to be composed of SO% uncertainty and 50% variability, and i t  is assumed that the 
median general corrosion rate is at the 501h percentile of the uncertainty distribution. This 
assumption is based on input received (CRWMS M&O 1999c. Desigil Iilpzrr Tra i~~i i l i t t~ l  For 
Liceilse Appliccttiotl Desiyrz Selectioil Phase 2 Eilllal~ced Desigil Alterilr~ti\*es Iilprrt oil I )  
Teitlpercctlrt-e crild Relrcti~le Hr~nlirlit~ Tllresllolcls for Vrtriozrs Corrosioll Modes of Alloy 22 
A d  Ti-7 2 )  Clodcliilg Degrudrltioir b a r  ro Elnlated Fzrrl Rod 7ritlprratrrre.s Calised Bjl rllr 
Use ofBuc~f i l1  or Higher Tlzennal Loarliilg. Item 1 p. 113 Response 1). Thls assumption IS  
used throughout Attachment 11. 
3.12 The general corrosion rates used to model general corrosion degradation of the titanium grade 
7 drip shields under dripping conditions are derived in Attachment 11. In Attachment LI, it  is 
assumed that i t  is appropriate to derive the titanium grade 7 corrosion cdfs (3 of them) used 
with the "CRMGeneralCorrosionRateOnly" model at 201 equally spaced (in natural 
logarithm space) general corrosion rates between the minimum and maximum general 
corrosion rate for each temperature used (30°C, 60°C, and 120°C). Given that none of the 
general corrosion rate distributions span more than 5 orders of magnitude (see Attachment 
11), use of this assumption allows each decade of corrosion rates to be characterized by at 
least 40 cdf points. This assumption is used throughout Attachment 11. 
3.13 The general corrosion rates used to model general corrosion degradation of the titanium grade 
7 drip shields under dripping conditions are derived in Attachment 11. In Attachment I1 
cumulative probability values were interpolated linearly between natural log general 
corrosion rate values. It is assumed that this interpolation methodology results in well 
approximated cumulative probability values. As mentioned in Assumption 3.12, each decade 
of corrosion rates is characterized by at least 40 cdf points. Given this density of points in 
the cdfs (i.e., the small size of the interval over which interpolation is occu~ring). the 
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corrosion rate values obtained are well approximated. This assumption is used in the variance 
splitting procedure (slnvar(x, p, wtu, qu)) in Attachment 11. 
The following assumptions are made for Alloy 22 waste package outer barrier degradation modeling: 
The WAPDEG input file NElaSsSEDA3b-wpl.inp is used to model the 2-cm thick Alloy 22 outer 
barriers of waste packages under 2-cm thick titanium grade 7 drip shields that are always dripped 
on. In this simulation the waste packages are not contacted by dripping water until the titanium grade 
7 drip shields fail. The WAPDEG input file NEOaSs6EDA3b-wpl.inp is used to model the 2-cm 
thick Alloy 22 outer barriers of waste packages under 2-cm thick titanium grade 7 drip shields that 
are never dripped on (equivalent, for WAPDEG modeling purposes, to having no drip shields 
present). The assumptions used in modeling Alloy 22 waste package outer barrier degradation are 
identical to those used in the TSPA-VA REV 01 base case calculation (CRWMS M&O 1998d. 
Crentiilg lilpzct Tuhles froill WAPDEG for RIP) (DTN: M098 10SPA000 13.000) with the exception 
of those listed below. 
3.14 The total waste package surface area modeled is 28.00 m2, or approximately 903 patches each 
with an area of 0.03 10 m'. This is based on the 21 PWR (Pressurized Water Reactor) waste 
package dimensions provided (CRWMS M&O 1999b. Desigti 11iplrt Trcrrist?lirrcil For Waste 
Srreut?l Iilfortticztioti for LADS, Plluse 2, EDAs, Item 1 p. 4/34 Table 3). The length of the 
waste package is 5.325 m. The waste package total length includes two 0.225-m outer barrier 
extensions ("skirts"), one on each end (i.e., two of them), for lifting of the waste package. 
The extensions are not considered in corrosion modeling (See Assumption 3.3). Thus, the 
waste package surface area modeled (subject to corrosion) is given by the radial surface area 
and the area of the two end caps. The calculation below is a continuation of that presented 
in Assumptions 3.3 and 3.4: 
Waste Package Outer Diameter anc 
Length 
; OD:, ' 
' Total Waste Package Area WPA := n .OD.L+ 7.n 
- 1 \%'PA = 28.00 nl-. 
', 2 
This assumption is used on the fourth input line (second value) in the WAPDEG input files 
NEla5sSEDA3b-wpl .inp and NEOaSsGEDA3b-wpl .inp. 
3.15 The NElaSsSEDA3b-ds.cdf (a cdf of first breach times of the drip shields modeled) 
distribution is used as the "Distribution parameter(s)" for the "Distr for time range for 
ceramic protection" of the waste packages (this is perhaps better termed "the delay time for 
corrosion initiation" of the waste packages) in the WAPDEG input file NElaSsSEDA3b- 
wpl.inp. The basis of this assumption is that dripping water can not contact a Mute package 
underneath an intact drip shield. This distribution is read by the fourteenth and fifteenth lines 
after the last thermal hydrologic "history" file name in the WAPDEG input file 
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NElaSsSEDA3b-wpl.inp. (No drip shield delay time is used in the input file 
NEOaSs6EDA3b-wp 1 .inp). 
3.16 After failure of a titanium grade 7 drip shield (defined by the NElaSsSEDA3b-ds.cdf), ten 
percent (10%) of the waste package surface area under the breached drip shield is assumed 
to be contacted by the dripping water. This assumption is made to incorporate the anticipated 
protection from dripping water contact that the drip shield provides subsequent to its initial 
(single patch) breach. In light of Assumptions 3.3 and 3.4, in which the entire surface area 
of the drip shield is considered in degradation modeling, this is a conservative assumption 
as the first breach of the drip shield may be on one of the side plates and not directly over the 
waste package. This assumption is used in the WAPDEG input file NElaSsSEDA3b-wpl .inp 
on the tenth through thirteenth input lines after the last history file name. (No drip shield 
delay time is used in the input file NEOaSs6EDA3b-wpl.inp). 
3.17 The current version of WAPDEG was developed to model a two-barrier waste package, with 
the outer banier hard-wired to be a corrosion allowance material (CAM) of carbon steel, and 
the corrosion model parameters for the inner barrier able to be supplied by the user through 
the WAPDEG input file (*.inp, where "*" represents any file name prefix). In order to model 
a corrosion resistant material (CRM) with no CAM (corresponding to the single-barrier 
waste package), i t  is required that the "simulated" CAM thickness be set to a small number 
(le-12 cm) and the CAM pit multiple (or roughness factor) to a large number ( l e l2 )  in the 
WAPDEG input file used. The effect is an immediate failure of the CAM upon satisfaction 
of the relative humidity (RH) and temperature thresholds for corrosion initiation. This 
assumption is used in the WAPDEG input files NElaSsSEDA3b-wpl.inp and 
NEOaSs6EDA3b-wpl.inp on the second input line after the last history file name and on the 
third input line after the [No Drip Model, CAM] and [Neutral Drip Model, CAM] input 
headers. 
3.18 The temperature corrosion initiation threshold for the very thin simulated CAM outer bal-sier 
was assumed to be represented by the cumulative distribution function A22TiTth.cdf 
(CRWMS M&O 1999c. Desigtl I~lplct Tra~lsi?lirtal For Licerlse Applicntiorl Desigrl Selectiorl 
PIlase 2 Elzllarlced Design Alter~lcttives Iilpllt 0 1 1  1 )  Tetrlper~~tlu-e C I I I L ~  Relati\le Hlll?liclit~l 
TIzresllolds for Various Corrosiorz Mocies ofAlloy 22 AIKI Ti-7 2 )  Clad~lirlg Degrcc(latio1l Dllc~ 
to Elelluted Fuel Rod Te~?lperarlires Ca~tseci By the Use of Buckfill or Higher T / I ~ ~ I ? ~ N /  
Loading, Item 1 p. 113 Response 3). This assumption has the effect of delaying the initiation 
of corrosion of the Alloy 22 until the temperature initiation threshold for corrosion of the 
simulated CAM is satisfied (since the CAM fails immediately upon satisfaction of the 
corrosion initiation thresholds). This assumption is based on that input. This assumption is 
used in the WAPDEG input files NElaSsSEDA3b-wpl.inp and NEOaSs6EDA3b-wpl .inp 
on the first and second input lines after the [No Drip Model Features] and the [Neutral Drip 
Features] (if dripping occurs) headers. 
3.19 The relative humidity corrosion initiation threshold for the very thin simulated CAM outer 
barrier was assumed to be represented by the cumulative distribution function 
A22TiRHth.cdf (CRWMS M&O 1999c. Design 11lpltt Tr(i~ls~?litta/ For L ~ C ~ I I S C ~  Applicntio~l 
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Design Selectioll Plzuse 2 E~zllailced Desiglz Altenlnri~,es I~lpzit oil I )  Ter1lpercrrzire ulld 
Relati\ie Hui?lidity Tlzresllolcls for Various Corrosioil Modes of Alloy 22 Ailcl Ti-7 2 )  
Cladclilzg Degradatioll Due to Eleverted Fuel Rod Te1,rperntltres Cariserl By the Use. of 
Backfill or Higher Tllen?lcrl Loadirzg, Item 1 p. 113 through 2/3 Response 4). This assumption 
has the effect of delaying the initiation of corrosion of the Alloy 22 until the relative 
humidity initiation threshold for corrosion of the simulated CAM is satisfied (since the CAM 
fails immediately upon satisfaction of the corrosion initiation thresholds). This assumption 
is used in the WAPDEG input files NElaSsSEDA3b-wpl.inp and NEOaSs6EDA3b-wpl .inp 
on the third and fourth input lines after the [No Drip Model Features] header and on the fifth 
and sixth input lines after the [Neutral Drip Features] header (if dripping occurs). 
3.20 General corrosion of the Alloy 22 waste package outer barrier under dripping is assumed to 
take place under mild electrochemical exposure conditions (pH range 3-10. 340 mV SHE). 
The basis for this assumption is several statements in the Engineered Materials 
Characterization Report (McCright 1998), among them: "Even if the salts present in the 
ground water concentrate on the warm metal surface, the net effect may produce an 
environment that is not highly aggressive." (p. 2-3). The absence of the CAM outer barrier 
(relative to the TSPA-VA design ) also eliminates the possibility of tight crevice formation 
(a probable site for localized corrosion initiation) bet~veen the CAM and CRM barriers. This 
assumption is used in the WAPDEG input file NElaSsSEDA3b-wpl.inp in the [Neutral Drip 
Model, CRM] input segment by using the "CRMGenrate+ArrheniusPit" model and corrosion 
rates from the gCs5050.cdf files (where s is the numeric 1 ,  ?.and 3 corresponding to 
temperatures at 25, 50 and 100°C, respectively). 
3.2 1 It is assumed that localized corrosion of Alloy 22 is possible in the presence of drips and i f  
the temperature is above a critical temperature threshold for initiation. The critical threshold 
temperature is input to this calculation (file: A22LCTth.cdf) (CRWMS M&O 1999c. Desigil 
Ilzprit Traizsnlitral For Lice~lse Applicatioll Desigil Selection Pllase 2 Eillla~lced Desigil 
Alrenlatilles Inpltt o~z I )  Tenlperatzire (old Relati~te Hlir1lidiry Thresl~olcls .for Varioris 
Corrosioiz Modes of Alloy 22 And Ti-7 2 )  Clncldilzg Degrnclntioil Due to Elr~qaterl Fuel Roc1 
Tenlpercrtrtres Carised By the Use of Backfill or Higher Then~lal Locrdirlg, Item 1 p. 213 
Response 6). This assumption is based on that input. This assumption is used in the [Neutral 
Drip Features] input segment in the WAPDEG input file NElaSsSEDA3b-wpl.inp on the 
third and fourth input lines following the [Neutral Drip Features] header. 
3.22 For the 50 years before pre-closure ventilation ceases (see Assumption 3.6). it is assumed the 
waste package is not dripped upon. The basis for this assumption is that the repository is 
ventilated during this time (CRWMS M&O 1999e. Desigil I~lput Reqlie.st.for LADS Pllnse 
11 EDA E~falriutiorls, p. 4, "LADS Enhanced Design Alternatives" Table, Row 9 Column 4) 
and any seepage water in the emplacement drift is removed by the air flo~v. This assumption 
is used in defining the dripping initiation time on the fourteenth and fifteenth input lines after 
the last thermal hydrologic history file name in the WAPDEG input file NElaSsSEDA3b- 
wpl .inp. 
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The following assumptions are made for titanium grade 7 waste package inner barrier degradation 
Modeling: 
The WAPDEG input file NElaSsSEDA3b-wp2.inp models the 1.5-cm thick titanium grade 7 inner 
barrier of a waste package (with a 2-cm thick Alloy 22 outer barrier) under a 2-cm thick titanium 
grade 7 drip shield that is always dripped on. In this simulation corrosion does not initiate until the 
outer barrier of the waste package experiences a patch breach and then the entire inner barrier surface 
begins to degrade. The WAPDEG input file NEOaSs6EDA3b-wp2.inp models a 1.5-cm thick 
titanium grade 7 inner barrier of a waste package (with a 2-cm thick Alloy 22 outer barrier) under 
a 2-cm thick titanium grade 7 drip shield that is never dripped on (equivalent. for WAPDEG 
modeling purposes, to having no drip shield present). The assumptions used in modeling the titanium 
grade 7 waste package inner barrier degradation are identical to those used in the TSPA-VA REV 
01 base case calculation (CRWMS M&O 1998d. Creating I~lput T~lhl~s,frol)l  \VAPDEG,for RIP) 
(DTN: M09810SPA00013.000) with the exception of those listed below. 
3.23 The same number of patches (903) were used to model the titanium grade 7 waste package 
inner barrier as were used to model the Alloy 22 waste package outer barrier (see 
Assumption 3.14). As the surface area of titanium grade 7 inner barrier is smaller than that 
of the Alloy 22 outer barrier, this assumption is equivalent to using a smaller patch size (the 
number of patches, not the patch area, is input to the WAPDEG code) to model degradation 
of the titanium grade 7 inner barrier. This assumption was made to be consistent with the 
modeling of the Alloy 22 waste package outer barrier. The assumption is conservative as a 
smaller patch size (or greater number of patches) leads to more conservative WAPDEG 
results (CRWMS M&O 1998a. Total Swrenl Pei$on?~a~lce Assess~llei~t-Viabilit~ ALs.se.ss~?lellr 
(TSPA-VA) Ai~alyses Tecl~nical Basis Docztrllellr - Cllcipter 5, li1.'c1sre Packecge Degradation 
Modeling Atld Abstrc~cfio~l, p. F5-41 Figure 5-72). This assumption is used on the fourth 
input line (second value) in the WAPDEG input files NElaSsSEDA3b-wp2.inp and 
NEOa5s6EDA3b-wp2.inp. 
3.24 The NElaSsSEDA3b-wpl.cdf (a cdf of first patch breach times of the Alloy 22 outer baniers 
of the waste packages) distribution is used as the "Distribution parameter(s)" for the "Distr 
for time range for ceramic protection" of the waste package inner barriers (this is perhaps 
better termed "the delay time for corrosion initiation" of the waste package inner barriers) 
in the WAPDEG input file NElaSsSEDA3b-wp2.inp. The basis of this assumption is that 
dripping water can not contact the inner barrier of a waste package if the outer barrier of the 
waste package is intact. This assumption is also conservative as corrosion initiates upon the 
entire waste package inner barrier surface upon failure of the outer barrier. This distribution 
is read by the fourteenth and fifteenth lines after the last thermal hydrologic "history" file 
name in the WAPDEG input file NElaSsSEDA3b-wp2.inp. (No drip shield delay time is 
used in the input file NEOa5s6EDA3b-wp2.inp). 
3.25 After failure of the Alloy 22 outer barrier of the waste package (defined by the 
NElaSsSEDA3b-wpl.cdf), ten percent (10%) of the waste package inner barrier surface area 
is assumed to be contacted by the dripping water. This assumption is based on the same 
rationale as used for Assumption 3.16 (the modeling of the Alloy 22 waste package outer 
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barrier). This assumption is used in the WAPDEG input file NElaSsSEDA3b-wp2.inp on 
the tenth through thirteenth input lines after the last history file name. (No drip shield delay 
time is used in the input file NElaSs6EDA3b-wpl.inp). 
3.26 The current version of WAPDEG was developed to model a two-barrier waste package, with 
the outer barrier hard-wired to be a corrosion allowance material (CAM) of carbon steel, and 
the corrosion model parameters for the inner barrier able to be supplied by the user through 
the WAPDEG input file (*.inp, where "*" represents any file name prefix). In order to model 
a corrosion resistant material (CRM) with no CAM (corresponding to the single-barrier 
waste package), it is required that the "simulated" CAM thickness be set to a small number 
(le-12 cm) and the CAM pit multiple (or roughness factor) be set to a large number (le12) 
in the WAPDEG input file used. The effect is an immediate failure of the CAM upon 
satisfaction of the relative humidity (RH) and temperature thresholds for corrosion initiation 
(in reality these thresholds are very likely to have already been satisfied before the 
NElaSsSEDA3b-wp2.inp and NEOaSs6EDA3b-wp2.inp WAPDEG simulations begin since 
these thresholds were applied in the NEl aSsSEDA3b-wp 1 .inp and NEOaSsbEDA3b-wp 1 .inp 
WAPDEG simulations). This assumption is used in the WAPDEG input files 
NElaSsSEDA3b-wp2.inp and NEOaSs6EDA3b-wp2.inp on the second input line after the 
last history file name and on the third input line after the [No Drip Model, CAM] and 
[Neutral Drip Model, CAM] input headers. 
The temperature corrosion initiation threshold for the very thin simulated CAM outer bamer 
was assumed to be represented by the cumulative distribution function for titanium grade 7 
as given in A22TiTth.cdf (CRWMS M&O 1999c. Desigll I~lplrt Trclll.sl~littal For Licellse 
Applicrttio~l Design Selectioll Phase 2 Elzllcl~lceci Desigu Alter1lrrti1~e.s I~lplit o11 1 )  
Tel?lperatzire ci~ld Relat i~~e Hlinlidity Tllresl~olcls.for Vrtriorls Corrosio~l Modes of Alloy 22 
And Ti-7 2 )  Cladciirlg Degradatio~l Dr~e to Ele~,ared Friel Roc1 T~'~~lp~~rcctrir.c's C C I I I S ~ ~  By tlw
Use of Bctckjll or Higher Tllen~zcil Loadirlg, Item 1 p. 113 Response 3). This assumption has 
the effect of delaying the initiation of corrosion of the titanium inner barr~er until the 
temperature initiation threshold for corrosion of the simulated CAM is satisfied (since the 
CAM fails immed~ately upon satisfaction of the corrosion in~tiation thresholds). This 
assumption is based on the input received. This assumption is used in the WAPDEG input 
files NElaSsSEDA3b-wp2.inp and NEOaSs6EDA3b-wp2.inp on the first and second input 
lines after the [No Drip Model Features] and the [Neutral Drip Features] headers. 
3.28 The relative humidity corrosion initiation threshold for the very thin simulated CAM outer 
barrier was assumed to be represented by the cumulative distribution function for titanium 
grade 7 as given in A22TiRHth.cdf (CRWMS M&O 1999c. Desig~l I11prrt Trcr~z.si?littal For 
License Applicatio1z Design Selectiorl Plzuse 2 E~zllallced Desigrl A1trr1lctti1~e.s I~lplit o11 1 )  
Tet~lpercltzire and Relative Hrcnliciih Tllresllolds for Variozis Corrosioll Mocies of Alloy 22 
A~zd Ti-7 2 )  Claddi~lg Degradatioi~ Due to Elevated Fuel Rod Tenlperrrtzires Cari.sec1 By the 
Use of Backfill or Higher TI~enllal Loadi~lg, Item I p. 113 through 213 Response 4). Thls 
assumption has the effect of delaying the initiation of corrosion of the titanium inner bamer 
until the relative humidity initiation threshold for corrosion of the simulated CAM is satisfied 
(since the CAM fails immediately upon satisfaction of the corrosion initiat~on thresholds). 
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This assumption is used in the WAPDEG input files NElaSsSEDA3b-wp2.inp and 
NEOaSs6EDA3b-wp2.inp on the third and fourth input lines after the [No Drip Model 
Features] header and on the fifth and sixth input lines after the [Neutral Drip Features] header 
(if dripping occurs). 
3.29 It is assumed that there is no localized corrosion (i.e., there is only general or "patch" 
corrosion) of the titanium grade 7 waste package inner barrier. This assumption is based on 
input received (CR WMS M&O 1999c. Desigll Illplrr Trarlsillirtcil For Licellse Applicariorl 
Design Selectiorl Phase 2 Elzllrrlzced Desigiz Altenlciti\jes I~lplrt 011 I )  Telllperatirre (illd 
Relative Hrollidit~l TllresAolrls .for Varioris Corro.\ioll Modes of Alloy 22 A l ~ i  Ti-7 2 )  
Clarlding Degradatio~l Drie to Elevated Friel Rod Te~llpel-cttrires Calised Bjl the Use oj 
Backfill or Highrr Tlzennal Locrrlillg, Item 1 p. 113 through 213 Response 7). This assumption 
is used in the input file NElaSsSEDA3b-wp2.inp in the [No Drip Model, CRM] and [Neutral 
Drip Model, CRM] input segments by using the "CRMGeneraIRateOnly" model. 
3.30 The general corrosion rates used to model general corrosion degradation of the titanium grade 
7 waste package inner banier under dripping conditions are those derived in Attachment I1 
for the titanium grade 7 drip shields and discussed in Assumptions 3.10 through 3.13. The 
basis for this assumption is that the exposure conditions at the inner barrier surface are not 
considered to differ in any significant way from those at the drip shield surface. This 
assumption is used in the input file NElaSsSEDA3b-wp2.inp in the [Neutral Drip Model, 
CRM] input segments by using the "CRMGeneralRateOnly" model with the titanium grade 
7 corrosion rate cdfs derived in Attachment I1 (files: gTi 15050.cdf, gTi25050.cdf, and 
gTi35050.cdf). 
3.3 1 The general corrosion rates used to model general corrosion degradation of the titanium grade 
7 drip waste package inner barrier under non-dripping conditions are those used in the 
WAPDEG base case calculation (CRWMS M&O 1998d. Creatillg Illprir T~b1e.s .frol~l 
WAPDEG for RIP) (DTN: M09810SPA00013.000) to model degradation of the Alloy 22 
waste package inner barrier under non-dripping conditions. Corrosion rates for titanium 
grade 7 under no drip conditions are presently not available. General corrosion behavior of 
titanium grade 7 is expected to be similar to titanium grade 16. Corrosion rates for titanium 
grade 16 are available from the Long Term Corrosion Test Facility and are reported in Table 
2.2-8 of the Eigilzeered Materials C/laracreri:cirio~l Report (McCright 1998). The one year 
data available for Ti grade 16 indicates negligible corrosion rates under vapor conditions and 
is consistent with the corrosion rates reported for Alloy 22 under the same conditions. (Note 
that the six month corrosion data for titanium grade 16 are considered to be anomalous for 
reasons discussed in Section 2.2.7.1 of Ellgineei-ed Materials Cllaracreri:atiorz Report). This 
assumption will have to be verified if titanium grade 7 is specified for the License 
Application Design. This assumption is used in the input file NEOaSs6EDA3b-wp2.inp in 
the [No Drip Model, CRM] input segment by using the "CRMGeneralRateOnly" model with 
the Alloy 22 non-dripping general corrosion rate cdfs (gnd17550.cdf, gnd27550.cdf. and 
gnd37550.cdf). 
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4. USE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND MODELS 
4.1 SOFTWARE APPROVED FOR QA WORK 
The software used to perform the drip shield / waste package degradation simulations was WAPDEG 
version 3.09 (CRWMS M&O 1998b. Sofivare Roritilze Repor?.for WAPDEG (Versioil 3.09)) (TBV- 
568) and its post processor, Post308 (CRWMS M&O 1998b. Sqfhr.are Rollrille Report,fir WAPDEG 
(Versiorz 3.09), Appendix D) (TBV-568). The following has been obtained from the Software 
Configuration Secretary (SCS) relative to this software: 
Software Name: WAPDEG 
Software Version: 3.09 
CSCI Identifier: 30048 V3.09 
Document Identifier: 30048-2999, REV 02 
Media Identifier: 30048-M04-00 1. REV 02 
Software Change Request: LSBR 177 
This software was obtained from the Software Configuration Manager in accordance with 
appropriate procedures. The WAPDEG simulations were executed on a DELL PowerEdge 2200 
Workstation equipped with Dual (2) Pentium I1 266 MHz processors (CRWMS M&O tag 11237 1)  
in the Windows NT 4.0 operating system. The post processing was accomplished on a DELL 
PowerEdge 2200 Workstation equipped with Dual (2) Pentium 11 266 MHz processors (CRWMS 
M&O tag 11237 1) in the Windows NT 4.0 operating system. 
WAPDEG version 3.09 is an appropriate tool for this application, because i t  was specifically 
designed to calculate waste package failure profiles (and the modeling process may be adapted to 
calculate drip shield failure profiles) in a manner consistent with the information requirements of the 
RIP code. Although there has been a Software Routine Report (SRR) prepared for version 3.09 of 
the WAPDEG code (CRWMS M&O 1998b. Sofncare Rorrritze Report for IVAPDEG (\'ersioi~3.09)). 
WAPDEG did not go through the complete qualification process required by QAP-SI-0 REV 04 
when effective, so i t  is not to be considered qualified and has been designated "to be verified" (TBV- 
568). WAPDEG version 3.09 was used within the range of values for which i t  was validated in  its 
Software Routine Report (CRWMS M&O 1998b. Sofhcare Rorrtirle Repor~~fkr- U'APDEG (Versiorl 
3.09)). 
Post308 is an appropriate tool for this application, because i t  is able to read WAPDEG output files 
and post-process them to make tables for input into RIP. Although all of the documentation 
necessary to fully qualify the Post308 code (as a software routine) has been included in the 
WAPDEG version 3.09 SRR (CRWMS M&O 1998b. Sqft,t~cire Roztrille Report ,for \.17APDEG 
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(Versiorl 3.09), Appendix D), since WAPDEG version 3.09 did not go through the complete 
verification and validation process required by QAP-SI-0 REV 0 3  when effective. Post308 is not to 
be considered qualified and has been designated "to be verified" (TBV-568). Post308 was used 
within the range of values for which it was validated in its (equivalent of a) Software Routine Report 
(CRWMS M&O 1998b. Sojhvcrre Roliti~le Report for WAPDEG (Versioil 3.09), Appendix D). 
4.2 SOFTWARE ROUTINES 
Mkhistory version 1.01 (Attachment I) was used to pre-process the thermal hydrologic time, 
temperature, and relative humidity "histories" into a format usable by the WAPDEG code. 
Software Name: Mkhistory 
Software Version: 1.01 
Mkhistory was executed on a DELL PowerEdge 2200 Workstation equipped with Dual (2) Pentium 
I1 266 MHz processors (CRWMS M&O tag 112371) in the Windows NT 4.0 operating system. 
M khi story version 1.0 1 has gone through the complete verification and validation process required 
by AP-SI. 1Q REV 00 for a software routine and is thus a fully qualified software routine approved 
for use in quality affecting work. Mkhistory was used within the range of values tested and 
documented in Attachment I. 
Mkhistory version 1.0 1 is an appropriate application because i t  is able to read input data and produce 
output files that can be used as input into WAPDEG. 
4.3 MODELS 
The WAPDEG conceptual model and computer software are used in this calculation. The data 
tracking numbers for this model's inputs and outputs as well as the documentation sources for this 
model are contained in the TSPA-VA Technical Basis Document (CRWMS M&O 1998a. Totcrl 
S~s te~?z  Perfon~larlce Assessi?ler~t-Vinbilip A.ssessnle~~r (TSPA-VA) A ~ l a l ~ s e s  Tecllrliccrl Bcrsis 
Doczc~?lerlt - Chapter 5, Waste Packcrge Degradatio~l Modelirlg a~ td  Abstructio~l) (DTN: 
MO9807MWDWAPDG.OOO), the TSPA-VA REV 01 base case calculation (CRWMS M&O 1998d. 
Creutirlg blpllr Tables fro^?^ WAPDEG.for RIP) (DTN: M098 1OSPAOOO 13.000). and the WAPDEG 
version 3.09 Software Routine Report (CRWMS M&O 1998b. S o f t ~ t ~ ~ r e  Roliti~w Report for 
WAPDEG (Version 3.09)). The specific model inputs and outputs relevant to this calculation have 
also been submitted to the data tracking system (CRWMS M&O 1999a. Szrpportirlg Me~lia.fir "RIP 
Illput Tables Froi?l WAPDEG For LA Desig~l Selectiorl: E~lllurlcecl Desig~l Altenlrrti\'r 1111, ") (DTN: 
M09904MWDWAP78.003) and are discussed further in the next section. 
The WAPDEG computer model was selected for use in this calculation because i t  was specifically 
designed to calculate waste package failure profiles (and the modeling process may be adapted to 
calculate drip shield failure profiles) in a manner consistent with the information requirements of the 
RIP code. 
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5. CALCULATION 
All inputs discussed in this section and all results discussed in the following section are included in 
the electronic media that supports this calculation (CRWMS MgiO 1999a. Szcpportilig Media ,for 
"RIP lrlput Tables Frorrz WAPDEG For LA Desigri Selectioiz: Erzlzccrzcecl Desigri Altenzcctive 1111,") 
(DTN: M09904MWDWAP78.003). 
5.1 MKHISTORY INPUTS 
Files containing the relative humidity and temperature histories at the surface of waste packages in 
the northeast (NE) region of the repository were provided as input to this calculation (Buscheck 
1999) (DTN: LL990301604242.08 1). These histories are organized by bin numbers and model 
identifier with file names like NE-snf-mean-yy-noBF-85-c ~ 4 - 2 2 ~ 0 3 ~ 0 2 ~ 0 ~ d a t a  where NE 
denotes the northeast region of the potential repository, snf denotes commercial spent nuclear fuel, 
yy is a bin number, noBF denotes no backfill was used, 85 denotes an areal mass loading of 85 
MTUIacre, and the numeric 22 indicates that these thermal hydrologic histories are applicable to 
"long-term average" climate conditions. The remainder of the file name designators are not relevant 
to this calculation. 
The thermal hydrologic history files contain columns of ASCII numerical data. Column 1 contains 
the time (years), Column 2 the waste package surface temperature ("C). Column 3 the relative 
humidity at the waste package surface (fraction), Column 4 the air mass fraction (Xair), Column 5 
the liquid saturation in the invert (fraction), Column 6 the drift wall temperature ("C), Column 7 the 
drift \+/all relative humidity (fraction), Column 8 the drip shield surface temperature ("C), and 
Column 9 the drip shield surface relative humidity (fraction). In this calculation, a total of 16 thermal 
hydrologic history files are used, each distinguished by differing values of the thermal hydrologic 
history file bin number. Bin numbers (the yy discussed above) 00.01, 10, 1 1, 12, 21, 22, 3 1 ,  32,41. 
42, 52, 61, 62, 71, and 91 are used in this calculation (i.e., 
NE-snf-mean-00-noBF-85-c ~ 4 ~ 2 2 ~ 0 3 ~ 0 2 ~ 0 ~ d a t a ,  
NE-snf-mean-01-noBF-85-c j4-22-03-02-0-data, . . ., etc.). 
These thermal hydrologic history files were processed by the Mkhistory software routine. The bulk 
(but not all) of Mkhistory's processing is devoted to copying Columns 1. 2, and 3 (the columns 
containing the time, temperature and RH at the waste package surface) or Columns 1, 8, and 9 (the 
columns containing the time, temperature and RH at the drip shield surface) from the thermal 
hydrologic history files named in Column 1 of the Mkhistory input file(s) to the file named in 
Column 2 of the Mkhistory input file. Note that the first row of ASCII numerical data (corresponding 
to time equals 0 years) is not copied to the file named in Column 2 of the Mkhistory input file as 
discussed in Attachment I. Two Mkhistory input files were used, EDA3ds,mk, for the drip shield 
surface, and EDA3.mk for the waste package surface. The initial contents of the Mkhistory input file 
EDA3.mk are: 
16,9,3 [number of files, columns, and columns to print 
1,2,3 [print specified columns 
NE~snf~mean~OO~noBF~855cCj4422403302200data NEsnf00noBF85cj42203020.hst 
NE~snf~mean~Ol~noBF~855cCj4422203302200data NEsnf01noBF85cj42203020.hst 
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The first line of this Mkhistory input file indicates that 16 thermal hydrologic history files (whose 
file names are listed in the first column of the Mkhistory input file (starting on row 3)) are to be 
processed by Mkhistory, these history files contain 9 columns of data, of which 3 will be extracted 
to the file name specified in the second column of the Mkhistory input file. The second line of the 
Mkhistory input file indicates that columns 1, 2. and 3 of the thermal hydrologic history files (whose 
file names are listed in the first column of the Mkhistory input file (starting on ro\v 3)) will be 
extracted to the file name specified in the second column of the Mkhistory input file (i.e., data from 
N E ~ s n f ~ r n e a n ~ O 0 ~ n o B F ~ 8 5 ~ ~ ~ 4 ~ 2 3 ~ 0 3 ~ 0 3 ~ 0 ~ d a t a  is to be copied to 
NEsnf00noBF85cj42203020.hst, etc.). The above are the contents of EDA3.mk before execution of 
Mkhistory (several data segments are appended to this file during Mkhistory program execution as 
discussed in Attachment I. The thermal hydrologic history files before and after processing by 
Mkhistory and the EDA3.mk and EDA3ds.mk files after execution of Mkhistory are included in the 
electronic media supporting this calculation (CRWMS M&O 19993. Supportirlg Meclicc.for "RIP 
Irlplit Tables Fro111 WAPDEG For LA Desigrl Selecriorl: Erlllclrlcecl Desigrl Altenlriti\-e Illb ") (DTN: 
M09904MWDWAP78.003). 
Procedurally, the Mkhistory program prompts the user for a list-file name (this is the Mkhistory input 
file, i.e., EDA3.mk). The Mkhistory program then prompts the user for the total number of waste 
packages to be considered. The user entered "0" to cause the default value of 1,000,000 waste 
packages to be used in order to retain the maximum possible six digits of accuracy for the fraction 
of waste packages represented by each thermal hydrologic history file. 
5.2 WAPDEG INPUTS 
WAPDEG version 3.09 requires several input files (*.inp, *.cdf, and *.hst files, see below) (DTN: 
M09904MWDWAP78.003) and creates several output files (*.aux, *.bin, *.cam, *.crm, *.out, *.pat) 
(DTN: M09904MWDWAP78.003). Post308 (CRWMS M&O 1998b. Sojht*are Rorttirle Repor-t.for 
WAPDEG (Versiotz 3.09), Appendix D) reads from the *.bin, *.pat, *.out files of the WAPDEG 
version 3.09 results and creates several output files (*.ax, *.dat, *.rip) (DTN: 
M09904MWDWAP78.003). The *.rip files are used as input to RIP (Golder Associates 1998) and 
are the primary results of this calculation described in Section 6.0. 
The *.cdf file names and other model parameters are contained in the WAPDEG input file for the 
particular simulation being executed. Specifically WAPDEG requires: 
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1) Thermal hydrologic history files containing the relative humidity (RH) and temperature (T) at 
the surface of the waste packages or drip shields (the *.hst files discussed above) (DTN: 
M09904MWDWAP78.003) 
2) Cumulative distribution functions (cdf) for the temperature threshold for the onset of co~rosion. 
This threshold is used for the simulated outer barrier corrosion allowance material (CAM) of the 
drip shields and waste package barriers (file: A22TiTth.cdf) (CRWMS M&O 1999c. Desigrl 
Irlpict Transr~littal For Licerlsr Appliccttiorl Desigrl Selectiorl Pllase 2 Erllzarlcecl Desigrl 
Altenluti~,es Irlplct or1 1)  Ter~perat~rre and Relatilsr Hrrnliclity T1lresllold.s for Var-iolts Corrosiorl 
Modes of Alloy 22 Aild Ti-7 2) Claclriirlg Degmcl(rtioll Drrr to Elelsated Fuel Rod Terrzprrrtturc~s 
Cctltsed By the Use of Backfill or Higller Tllentlrrl Loctclirlg, Item 1 p. 1/3 Response 1 and 3). 
3) Cumulative distribution functions for the RH threshold for the onset of corrosion for the 
simulated CAM outer barrier of the drip sh~elds and waste package barriers (file: 
A22TiRHth.cdf) (CRWMS M&O 1999c. Desigrl lrlplit Trr~r~s~?littal For Licerlse Applicntiorl 
Desigrl Selectioil Phase 2 Erlllurlced Desigil Altenlntil*es Irlpzrr or1 1)  Tei~lperature crrlcl Rt.lari\je 
Hunlidity Tllresllolds for Variolis Corrosiorl Morles qf Alloy 22 Aid  Ti-7 2) Clacirlirlg 
Degradrltioll Due to Ele~vrtecl Fuel Roll Tenlperatrrres Cetrtsecl By the Use qf Brrc&fill or Higller 
Tllerrnrtl Loading, Item 1 p. 113 Response 2 and 4). 
4) Cumulative distribution functions for the titanium grade 7 drip shield and waste package inner 
barrier general corrosion rates (see Attachment 11) at 30, 60, and 120°C (files: gTi 15050.cdf, 
gTi25050.cdf, and gTi35050.cdf) (DTN: M09904MWDWAP78.003). 
5) Cumulative distribution functions for general corrosion rates under dripping water conditions 
for the Alloy 22 corrosion resistant material (CRM) outer barrier (files: gC*.cdf) (Bullard 1998) 
(DTN: M098 12MWDDSQ37.000). 
6) Cumulative distribution functions for the Alloy 22 outer barrier and titanium grade 7 inner bamer 
of the waste packages general corrosion rates with no dripping water (CRWMS M&O 1998e. 
Crorlltlati\~e Distriblctiorl Fzrrzctiorls for No Drip Corrosiorz Re.si.starlt Mrttcv-irrl Gerlcv-ell Cormsiorl 
Model, Section 6) at 25, 50, and 100°C (files: gnd*.cdf) (DTN: M09810SPA00013.000). 
7) The cumulative distribution function for the titanium grade 7 drip shield failures to use as drip 
start times for the waste packages beneath the failed drip shields (file: NElaSsSEDA3b-ds.cdQ 
(DTN: M09904MWDWAP78.003) containing the first breach times from the WAPDEG 
simulation using the NElaSsSEDA3b-ds.inp input file). This cdf is used as a drip initlation time 
distribution in the WAPDEG simulation using the NElaSsSEDA3b-wpl.inp WAPDEG input 
file. 
8) The cumulative distribution function for the Alloy 22 waste package outer barrier failures to use 
as corrosion initiation times for the titanium waste package inner barriers (for the dripping case. 
NElaSsSEDA3b-wpl .cdf containing the first breach times from the WAPDEG simulation using 
the NElaSsSEDA3b-wpl .inp input file; for the non-dripping case, NEOaSs6EDA3b-wpl .cdf 
containing the first breach times from the WAPDEG simulation using the NEOaSs6EDA3b- 
wpl.inp input file). This cdf is used as a corrosion initiation time distribution in the WAPDEG 
simulations using the NElaSs5EDA3b-wp2.inp (dripping case) and NEOaSs6EDA3b-\vp2.inp 
(non-dripping case) input files. 
9) A cumulative distribution function for the temperature threshold for the initlat~on of localized 
corrosion of the Alloy 22 waste package outer barrier (file: A22LCTth.cdf) (CRWMS M&O 
1999c. Design Iilpltt Tra~~sr~littal For Licerlse Applicarioiz Desigrz Selectiorl Pllrrsr 2 Erlllctrlcecl 
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Desigrz Alterizarives lrzprit or1 I )  Teltiperatlrre ulzcl Relutil~e Hunzidiry Tlireslzo1d.c ,for Vuriolrs 
Corrosiorl Modes of Alloy 22 Arzd Ti-7 2 )  Clrrddirzg Degraclariorz Due to Ele~~atecl F iel Roc1 
Ter~ipernrures Caused By rlze Use of Backfill or Higher TIlential Loadilzg, Item 1 p. 213 Response 
6). 
10)The above file names and other model parameters are contained in the WAPDEG input file 
(*.inp) for the particular simulation being executed. For the simulation of the drip shield / waste 
package failure profiles, the other parameters used in the WAPDEG input file are identical to 
those discussed in the TSPA-VA REV 01 base case calculation (CRWMS M&O 199Sd. 
Creating Zilplrt Tuhles frorti WAPDEG .for RIP, Section 5 .O) (DTN: M098 1 OSPAOOO 13.000), 
with the exceptions noted above in Section 3.0. 
Five WAPDEG input files were used to generate the RIP input tables for the License Application 
Design Selection Analyses: Enhanced Design Alternative IIIb. NElaSsSEDA3b-ds.inp (for the drip 
shield under dripping conditions), NElaSsSEDA3b-wpl.inp (for the waste package outer barrier 
under dripping conditions only after drip shield failure), NElaSsSEDA3b-wp2.inp (for the waste 
package inner barrier under dripping conditions), NEOaSs6EDA3b-wpl.inp (for the waste package 
outer barrier under non-dripping conditions), and NEOaSs6EDA3b-wp2.inp (for the waste package 
inner barrier under non-dripping conditions). These input files are included in the electronic media 
supporting this calculation (CRWMS M&O 1999a. Slrpporririg MecJici.for "RIP Iriplit T(lhlt~.s Frolri 
WAPDEG For LA Desigrz Selectiori: Erzlzcrrzced Desigrz Altrrric~til,e I l lh") (DTN: 
M09904MWDWAP78.003). 
The first two characters of the input file name indicate that the Northeast (NE) region of the potential 
repository (using its thermal hydrologic history files) is being simulated. The next character in the 
input file name (0 or I )  indicates, respectively, that a no-drip case is being simulated or the waste 
packages are subject to dripping throughout the simulation. The next two characters (as) indicate that 
the file is for the base case infiltration. The next characters (s5 or s6) refer to the different 
uncertainty/variability splits and percentile of the uncertainty distribution used for the median of the 
titanium (drip shield and waste package inner barrier) and Alloy 22 (waste package outer banier) 
general corrosion rate variability distributions. The classifications are as follows: 
UncertaintyNariability Splitting 
(0.25 Uncertainty = 0.75 Variability, etc.) 
Uncertainty 
From the above table, i t  is apparent that the dripping input files (NElaSsSEDA3b-ds.inp, 
NElaSsSEDA3b-wpl.inp, and NElaSsSEDA3b-wp2.inp) use a 50% uncertainty - 5096 variability 
split and use the 5 0 ~  percentile of the uncertainty distribution for the median of the general corrosion 
rate variability distributions. The non-dripping input files (NEOaSs6EDA3b-wpl.inp and 
NEOaSs6EDA3b-wp2.inp) use a 75% uncertainty - 25% variability split and use the soth percentile 
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of the uncertainty distribution for the median of the general corrosion rate variability distributions. 
The characters (EDA3b) indicate that these input files are used in analyzing LA Design Selection 
Analyses: Enhanced Design Alternative IIIb. For reference, below is shown the input file 
NElaSsSEDA3b-ds.inp used in the WAPDEG simulation of the dripping exposure condition: 
snf, always drip, 1008, No Backfill, lta nominal i alpha mean 
Uncertainty/Variability=50/50 drip, 50th Quantile 
Ti Gr7 2 cm Drip Shield EDA3b 




10996, O., 0. 
NEsnfOlnoBF85cj42203020ds.hst 
132147, O. ,  0. 
NEsnf10noBF85cj42203020ds.hst 
2972, O., 0. 
NEsnfllnoBF85cj42203020ds.hst 
207353, O . ,  0. 
NEsnf12noBF85cj42203020ds.hst 
35184, O., 0. 
NEsnf21noBF85cj42203020ds.hst 
49526, O., 0. 
NEsnf22noBF85cj42203020ds.hst 
155585, O . ,  0. 
NEsnf31noBF85cj42203020ds.hst 
5568, O . ,  0. 
NEsnf32noBF85cj42203020ds.hst 
206434, O . ,  0. 
NEsnf41noBF85cj42203020ds.hst 
983, O . ,  0. 
NEsnf42noBF85cj42203020ds.hst 
112040, O . ,  0. 
NEsnf52noBF85cj42203020ds.hst 
64191, O., 0. 
NEsnf61noBF85cj42203020ds.hst 
4913, O., 0. 
NEsnf62noBF85cj42203020ds.hst 
7860, O., 0. 
N E s n f 7 1 n o B F 8 5 c j 4 2 2 0 3 0 2 0 d s . h s t  
2620, O., 0. 
NEsnf9lnoBF85cj4220302Ods.hst 
1637, O., 0. 
1.0e-12, 2.0 
75., 0.35 
400, 975, 3100, 3100 
1.0, 1.e6, 1200 
1.e4, 5.e4, 1.e5, l.e6 








Version number of code 
Number of alternate histories 
History file 1 
packs/history, T std, RH std 
History file 2 
packs/history, T std, RH std 
History file 3 
packs/history, T std, RH std 
History file 4 
packs/history, T std, RH std 
History file 5 
packs/history, T std, RH std 
History file 6 
packs/history, T std, RH std 
History file 7 
packs/history, T std, RH std 
History file 8 
packs/history, T std, RH std 
History file 9 
packs/history, T std, RH std 
History file10 
packsihistory, T std, RH std 
History file11 
packs/history, T std, RH std 
History file12 
packs/history, T std, RH std 
History file13 
packs/history, T std, RH std 
History file14 
packsihistory, T std, RH std 
History file15 
packs/history, T std, RH std 
History file16 
packs/history, T std, RH std 
Thickness of outer, inner barriers (cm) 
8 thick to fail CRM, frac variance to packs 
Number of packs, patchesipack, pitsipatch 
Bin start time & end time (y), and # of bins 
Output times (y) for cumul. pit penetrations 
Random# seed, restart flag, ignore CAM variance 
Max temp, RH change over a time step (C, BRH) 
Angle defining top/bottom (degrees) 
Distribution for fraction top seeing drips 
Distribution parameter(s) 
Distribution for fraction bottom seeing drips 
Distribution parameter(s) 
Distribution for dripping start time 












[No Drip Model, CRM] 
CRMGeneralRateOnly 

















































Distribution for dripping stop time 
Distribution parameter(s) 
Neutral(T/F) water initially, new water (TiF) 
Distr for time range for ceramic protection 
Distribution parameter(s) 
Package variance share 
This segment always required 
CAM corrosion model for no drips 
Distribution for pit multiple 
Mean, StDev, Min, Max 
This segment always required 
CRM corrosion model for drips 
Number of dists (temps "C), max CRM rate 
Temp appropriate for dist #1 
Distribution type for #1 
Distribution parameter (s) 
Temp appropriate for dist #2 
Distribution type for #2 
Distribution parameter (mmiyr) 
Temp appropriate for dist #3 
Distribution type for #3 
Distribution parameter (mm/yr) 
This segment always required 
Distr for thermal protection temperature 
Distribution parameter(s) 
Dist type for humid-air initiation 
Distribution parameter(s) 
Dist type for humid-air/aqueous transition 
Distribution parameter(s1 
Galvanic protect depth 8 ,  % patches protected 
Spalling depth as a 8 of thickness 
Dist for multiple for CAM corrosion rate 
Distribution parameter(s) 
Dist for multiple for CRM corrosion rate 
Distribution parameter(s) 
Pack variance share for multiples 
Required if any non-neutral drips can be seen 
CAM corrosion model for no drips 
Distribution for pit multiple 
Mean, StDev, Min, Max 
Required if any non-neutral drips can be seen 
CRM corrosion model for drips 
Number of dists (temps OC), max CRN rate 
Temp appropriate for dist #1 
Distribution type for #1 
Distribution parameter (s) 
Temp appropriate for dist #2 
Distribution type for #2 
Distribution parameter (mrn/yr) 
Temp appropriate for dist #3 
Distribution type for #3 
Distribution parameter (mm/yr) 
Required if any non-neutral drips can be seen 
Distr for thermal protection temperature 
Distribution parameter(s1 
Dist type for CRM LC T init 
Distribution parameter 
Dist type for humid-air initiation 
Distribution parameter(s) 
Dist type for humid-air/aqueous transition 










/Galvanic protect depth 8 ,  % patches protected 
Ispalling depth as a 8 of thickness 
l~ist for multiple for CAM corrosion rate 
/Distribution parameter(s) 
l~ist for multiple for CFW corrosion rate 
l~istribution parameter(s) 
l~ack variance share for multiples 
Procedurally, the WAPDEG code was executed by typing the name of the executable (i.e., wap309) 
on the command line and entering the name of the WAPDEG input file (i.e.. NElaSsSEDA3b- 
ds.inp). 
The "raw" output from a WAPDEG simulation consists of six files: a *.out file. *.pat file, *.bin file, 
*.crm file, *.cam file, and *.aux file (where "*" is the input file name prefix). The content and format 
of these files are discussed in the WAPDEG version 3.09 Software Routine Report (CRWMS M&O 
1998b, Section 4.1). These files are also included in the electronic media supporting this calculation 
(CRWMS M&O 1999a. Szipportiilg Media for "RIP Irlput Tuh1e.s Fro111 IVAPDEG For- LA Desig~l 
Selectioil: Erlllanced Desigiz Alrenlarive IIIb") (DTN: M09904MWDWAP78.003). Only the *.out 
(drip shield / waste package failure curves), *.pat (cumulative number of patch penetrations for each 
drip shield / waste package), and *.bin (cumulative number of pit penetrations for each drip shield 
/ waste package (if any)) files are used by Post308 to create the RIP input tables. 
5.3 POST308 INPUTS 
The input files discussed above are used by WAPDEG to produce drip shield / waste package 
degradation profiles. The drip shield / waste package degradation profiles resulting from the 
WAPDEG simulations are then read by the post processor, Post308, which generates a table in a 
format appropriate for input into RIP (Colder Associates 1998. pp. 7-22 throush 7-25). The RIP 
input table contains: 
1) The fraction of drip shields / waste packages failed versus time curve for the simulation, 
2) The average number of pit penetrations per failed drip shield / waste package versus time 
curve, and 
3) The average number of patch penetrations per failed drip shield / waste package versus 
time curve. 
As identified earlier in this calculation, the drip shields and waste package inner barriers are assumed 
to only undergo general corrosion processes, which result in "patch" perforations. As a result, the 
above curves only reflect the results of "patch" perforations for the titanium grade 7 layers (i.e., RIP 
input Item 2 above, for instance, will indicate no pit penetrations for the drip shields). 
Procedurally, Post308 is executed in a Windows NT 4.0 MS-DOS prompt window within the same 
directory as the output files from WAPDEG (i.e., *.bin, *.pat, *.out). The program prompts the user 
for the particular filename prefix that is common to the WAPDEG simulation output files to be post 
processed. After the program post processes the WAPDEG output, i t  prompts the user to enter a file 
name for the RIP input table to be created. The R P  input tables were chosen to have the same prefix 
name as the corresponding WAPDEG input files with a *.rip extension. The output from the post 
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processor consists of three files; *.asc, *.dat, and *.rip. The content and format of these files are 
discussed in the WAPDEG version 3.09 Software Routine Report (CRWMS M&O 1998b, Appendix 
D). These files are also included in the electronic media supporting this calculation (CRWMS M&0 
1999a. Szipportirlg Media ,for "RIP Irzpztt Tcrl~les Frorrl lVAPDEG For LA Desigrz Selectiorl: 
Erzlla~lced Desigrl Alterrzccti~le 1110 ") (DTN: M09904MWDWAP78.003). 
6. RESULTS 
Since unqualified inputs were used in the development of the results presented in this section. they 
should be considered TBV. This document will not directly support any construction, fabrication, 
or procurement activity, and therefore, the inputs and outputs are not required to be procedurally 
controlled as TBV. However, any use of the data from this analysis for inputs into documents 
supporting construction, fabrication, or procurement is required to be controlled as TBV in 
accordance with appropriate procedures. Furthermore. this calculation makes use of software 
(WAPDEG version 3.09 and Post308) that is unqualified (TBV-568). 
All input and output files relevant to this calculation are included in the electronic media supporting 
this calculation (CRWMS M&O 1999a. Szipportirlg Mecliu.for "RIP blpur Tlibles Fror?l WAPDEG 
For LA Desigrl Selection: Erlharlced Desigrl Alrenlati\je IIIb ") (DTN: M09903MWDWAP78.003). 
For brevity, only selected files are reproduced in hardcopy form within this section. 
The primary outputs of Mkhistory are the *.hst files used as input to WAPDEG. For reference, the 
contents of NEsnf00noBF85cj32203020.hst are: 
B00000000-0 17 17-02 10-00078 REV 00 23 
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The other outputs of Mkhistory are appended to the EDA3.mk file and consist of the history file 
input segment (i.e., all the text in the input file lines from "16 INumber of alternate histories" to 
"2620,O.. 0. Ipacks/history, T std, RH std" in the WAPDEG input files used), documentation 
of the sum of the fraction and total number of waste packages represented by each history, and a text 
segment that could be used to graph all of the histories processed. These files are contained in the 
electronic media supporting this calculation (CRWMS M&O 1999a. Slcpportirlg Meclicr.for "RIP 
blpllt Tables Froltl U'APDEG For LA Desigrl Selectioil: Ellllcirlced Dclsigil Altclnlc~ti\lr IIIb"). 
For reference the RIP input table NElaSsSEDA3b-wp2.rip (DTN: M09903MWDWAP78.003) 
is shown below. 
! From wapdeg file: NEla5s5EDA3b-wp2 
! From wapdeg version: 3.09 
! Postprocessor: post308 
! NElaSs5EDA3b-wp2.inp 
! snf, always drip, 108, No Backfill, lta nominal i alpha mean 
! Uncertainty/Variability=50/50 drip, 50th Quantile 
! Ti Gr7 1.5 cm WP - EDA3b 
1 
! START OF PARAMETERS 
2 
3 83 






























B00000000-0 17 17-01 10-00078 REV 00 
B00000000-0 17 17-02 10-00078 REV 00 
B00000000-017 17-01 10-00078 REV 00 
The RIP input table consists of a column of times in years (the first single column of data) followed 
by three columns consisting of the fraction of waste packages failed, the number of pit penetrations 
per failed waste package, and the number of patch penetrations per failed waste package. These last 
three columns all share the same time grid (the first single column of data). 
Presented below is a graph (derived from the NElaSsSEDA3b-ds.dat (for the drip shields) and 
NElaSsSEDA3b-wp2,dat (for the waste packages) files) of the first breach (patch) curves for the drip 
shields and waste packages. There is no localized corrosion allowed of the drip shields and \\.aste 
package inner barriers. Hence the first breach curve of the drip shields and \traste packages is 
equivalent to their first patch curve. 
Fraction Failed vs. Time 
LADS - EDA3b, Always Drip 
1.0 . I I 
Waste Package 1 st Breach 
0.8 3 
1 02 1 o3 1 o4 1 o5 1 o6 
Time (years) WAPDEG Version 3 09 2i14:'99 
Presented below is a graph of the average number of patch penetrations per failed waste package 
(derived from the NElaSsSEDA3b-wp2.asc file): 
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Average Number of Patch Penetrations vs. Time 
LADS - EDA3b, Always Drip 
Time (years) 
The first breach curve for the waste package and the average number of patch penetrations per 
failed waste package curve are also represented in the RIP input table, NElaSsSEDA3b-wp2.rip. 
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1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
The software routine Mkhistory was written to create "time-history" files for the temperature and 
relative humidity, typically applicable to the waste package SUI-face, drip shield surface, or drift n.all, 
which are used as input to the stochastic waste package degradation simulator WAPDEG (CRWMS 
M&O 1998b. Sofhzlare Ro~ltirle Repol?,for- IVAPDEG (Venviolz 3.09)). Although Version 3.09 of the 
WAPDEG code is referenced here, the output from Mkhistory Version 1.01 could be used by any 
version of WAPDEG created to date. Mkhistory was developed and tested in the Windows NT 4.0 
operating system. This code was developed to enhance traceability of data manipulation and to 
minimize potential error induced by human data manipulation. The details of the "time-histo~y" file 
format are discussed in (CRWMS M&O 1998b. Sqft\t.crr-e Rorltille Repor-r,for U'APDEG (Vet-siorl 
3.09), p. 38). Mkhistory also: 
1) produces a text file segment (containing the history file names and fraction of the total 
number of waste packages to which each history is to be applied) suitable for importation 
into a WAPDEG input (*.inp) file (CRWMS M&O 1998b. Sqfin9rrr-cj Roritillr Roper-t,fir- 
IVAPDEG (Versioil 3.091, p. 28). 
2) prints, to both the screen and an output file, the fractions of the total number of waste 
packages to which each history is to be applied as well as the products of these fractions 
with the total number of waste packages, i.e., the number of waste packages to which 
each history is to be applied. 
3) creates a columnar file of time, temperature, and relative humidity data for each history 
file processed for use in graphing the data. 
Mkhistory is a FORTRAN program 206 lines in extent. It conforms to the FORTRAN 90 standard 
and is thus highly po~table. Mkhistory has been compiled with Digital FORTRAN 5.0 in the 
WindowsIPC environments. Mkhistory is designed to run independently of any other software 
application. 
All input and output files discussed in this document are included in the accompanying electronic 
media (CRWMS M&O 1999a. Supportiilg Merlirr.for- "RIP Illput Tables Fr-oi?l \$'APDEG For- LA 
Desig~l Selectioll: Erllzccllcecl Desig~l Alter-11ati1.e IIII? ". Mttachment-I directory) (DTN: 
M09904MWDWAP78.003). 
2. DESCRIPTION OF CODE AND ALGORITHMS USED 
The bulk of Mkhistory's coding is devoted to reading values from text files of a ce11ain format (see 
below) and writing these values to other text files with no calculations performed, i.e., refo~matting 
of data values. Mkhistory does perform a few very simple calculations: 
1) it multiplies the fraction of the total number of waste packages to which each history is 
to be applied by a user input total number of waste packages to obtain the number of 
waste packages to which each history is to be applied. 
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2 )  i t  sums the fraction of the total number of waste packages and the number of waste 
packages to which each history is to be applied. 
Mkhistory first asks the user to enter the name of a file which lists the files to be processed (the "list- 
file" name) and the number of waste packages. The list-file used for testing of Mkhistory 
(mktest.mk) is shown below: 
6,7,3 [number of files, colur~ns, and columns to print 







mktest.mk's first line contains an integer representing the number of files to be processed (six in this 
case), the number of columns of data in each file to be processed (seven in this case), and the number 
of columns to print to the output file(s) (three in this case). The next input line contains the column 
numbers (from the files to be processed) that are to be read and printed to the output file(s). The 
maximum number of files to be processed is 999 in Mkhistory (see Section 4.1). The next input lines 
(number-of-files-to-be-processed of them) consist of two columns of text strings; the first column 
contains the name of the text file to be processed, and the second column contains the file name to 
which the corresponding processed results are written. For example. the contents of 
CC-dhlw-mean-02-sand-BF J -22-03-data are: 
f ~ l e  : CC-db.lwprrean-02-sanc-BF-1-22-03-data 
RH bln 0 of 9 
temperature bin 2 of 2 
zone 6 of 6: Center Cer-ter (CC) 
12/97 PA property set 
llne load 
sand backflll 
1~ LTA infiltration (42.06 r d y r  avg ~nfiltration) 
area of zone CC = 788649.0 11r,^2) 
fract~on of zone CC represenred by caza set = 0.333864 
area of repository represer-ted by data set = 263301.50 IrA2) 
The contents of the corresponding file (CCdhlw02sandBFj2203.hst) containing the processed results 
are: 
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with similar results for the remaining 5 files specified in mktest.mk. As can be seen from these files, 
no calculations are performed in creating CCdhlw02sandBFj2203.hst. only reformatting of data. 
Mkhistory scans the file to be processed for a line that starts with "time": skips the next line; then 
reads Columns 1 , 2 ,  and 3 from CC-dhIw-mean-02-sand-BF~-22-03-data and echoes them to 
CCdhlw02sandBFj2203.hst. 
CCdhlw02sandBFj2203.hst is a file with a format suitable for use as a WAPDEG time, temperature, 
relative humidity "history" file (CRWMS M&O 1998b. Soft\i.ccr-e Ro~ltirle Report ,for- \I7APDEG 
(Versio~l 3.09), p. 28). 
As mentioned above, Mkhistory asks the user for the total number of waste packages. If the value 
entered is less than or equal to zero or greater than 1,000,000, the total number of waste packages 
is defaulted to 1,000,000. Mkhistory scans the text file to be processed (i.e., 
CC-dhlw-mean-02-sand-BF J -22-03-data) for a line starting with "area of zone." goes to the next 
line, then reads a real number (starting at Column 46). This is the fraction of the total number of 
waste packages to which the history file is to be applied. The user-input total number of waste 
packages then multiplies this real number and a WAPDEG input file segment is appended to the list- 
file (i.e., mktest.mk). If the total number of waste packages were chosen to be 1,000.0000, the 
following segment would be appended to mktest.mk: 
6 
CCdhlw02sandBFj2203.hst 
333864, O., 0. 
CCdhlw12sandBFj2203.hst 
148505, O., 0. 
CCdhlw22sandBFj2203.hst 
17580, O., 0. 
CCdhlw32sandBFj2203.hst 
21975, O., 0. 
CCdhlw42sandBFj2203.hst 
290073, O . ,  0. 
CCdhlw52sandBFj2203.hst 
187913, O., 0. 
Number of alternate histories 
History file 1 
packs/history, T std, RH std 
History file 2 
packs/history, T std, RH std 
History file 3 
packs/history, T std, RH std 
History file 4 
packs/history, T std, RH std 
History file 5 
packs/history, T std, RH std 
History file 6 
packs/history, T std, RH std 
Here, the product of the user-input total number of waste packages and the fraction of the total 
number of waste packages to which each history is to be applied (i.e., 333864) appears as the first 
value on the line following the file name containing the processed WAPDEG time, temperature, 
relative humidity data. This value is rounded to the nearest whole integer. This text segment can be 
readily imported into a WAPDEG input file (CRWMS M&O 1998b. Sqf t~~ir-c .  Rozrrirle Report,for- 
WAPDEG (Versiorl 3.09), p. 28) for use in analyses. 
Mkhistory also appends to the list-file the fraction of the total number of waste packages to which 
each history is to be applied and the results of the calculation of the product of the user-input total 
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number of waste packages and the fraction of the total number of waste packages to which each 
history is to be applied. Mkhistory also sums these fractions and products for visual verification by 
the user that the fractions sum to approximately 1 and the products sum to the user-input total 
number of waste packages, i.e.: 
History File 1 0.333864 333864 
History File 2 0.148505 148505 
History File 3 0.017580 17580 
History File 4 0.021975 21975 
History File 5 0.290073 290073 
History File 6 0.187913 187913 
Totals are: 0.999910 and 999910 
Running mkhistory version 1.01 
Using list-file: mktest.mk 
Also, to facilitate further traceability, the Mkhistory version number and list-file name are appended 
to the list-file. as shown above. 
Mkhistory also appends to the list-file a text segment that is convenient for graphing the time history 
of the temperature and relative humidity for each processed file, i.e., a text segment like the one 
below is appended to the list-file. 
The k ~ ~ ~ c y y  olumn label signifies that the data was extracted from column xy of the s.v.~th file 
processed by Mkhistory. Effectively, the list-file serves as an input and output file as info~mation is 
appended to i t .  
3. DESCRIPTION OF TEST CASE 
Because Mkhistory is a very simple program that performs few calculations, relatively simple testing 
is performed to verify the program execution and results. The testing approach involves comparing 
the results of executing Mkhistory with the list-file mktest.mk and comparing the results with hand 
calculations and visual inspection. Execution of the list-file mktest.mk and verification of its output 
by comparison with the files on the accompanying electronic media (CRWMS M&O 1999a. 
Slcpportiilg Media .for "RIP l i p i t  Tlibles Fro111 WAPDEG For LA Desig11 Selc.ctioll: Ellllallcrcl 
Design Alrenzative IIIb ", \Attachment-llhand directory) (DTN: M09904MWDWAP78.003) are 
considered sufficient installation and checkout steps for successful first use of Mkhistory on a new 
platform, operating system or new user's location. 
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3.1 TEST CASE INPUT 
The test case involves the use of the list-file mktest.mk, the listing of which is shown below: 
6,7,3 Inumber of files, columns, and columns to print 







After reading mktest.mk, Mkhistory will read the 6 text files to be processed (the file names in the 
first column of mktest.mk) and extract the specified columns from the files to be processed, and echo 
their contents to the output files (the file names in the second column of mktext.mk). 
Comparison of these output files with the text files to be processed shows that the data in Columns 
1,  2, and 3 of the 7 data columns in the text files to be processed have been correctly reformatted 
(copied) to the output files. Furthermore, the data in Columns 1, 2 and, 3 of the 7 data columns in 
the text files to be processed have been co~rectly copied to the end of the list-file, mktest.mk. From 
these visual inspections, one can conclude that the data reformatting by Mkhistory is being correctly 
executed. 
Visual inspection may also be used to verify that the fraction of the total number of waste packages 
to which the corresponding history file is to be applied has been correctly copied to the list-file (in 
the second column in the third text segment in mktest.mk) and that multiplication by the user-input 
total number of waste packages (1,000,000 in this case) has been co~rectly executed (this product 
is shown in the third column in the third text segment in mktext.mk). Visual inspection can also be 
used to verify the contents of the second text segment of mktest.mk, the "Number of alternate 
histories," has been correctly copied from the first line of the first text segment in mktest.mk; the 
processed filenames have been correctly copied from the second column of the first text segment in 
mktest.mk; and the "packs/history" have been correctly calculated as shown in the third column in 
the third text segment in mktext.mk. 
The values requiring hand calculation verification are the sum of the fractions of the total number 
of waste packages to which each history file is to be applied and the sum of the products of the user- 
input total number of waste packages (1,000.000 in this case) and the fraction of the total number 
of waste packages to which each history is to be applied. These values appear on line one (1)  of the 
fourth text segment in the list-file mktest.mk ("Totals are: . . ."). The values quoted agree with hand 
calculations. It is up to the Mkhistory user's discretion as to whether the totals obtained (0.99991000 
. . . and 999910) are acceptably close enough to the user's desired values (typically 1.00. . . and the 
user-input total number of waste packages (1,000,000 in this case)). 
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4. RANGE OF INPUT PARAMETER VALUES OVER WHICH RESULTS WERE 
VERIFIED 
As Mkhistory does very few calculations, the valid range of input parameters is largely determined 
by the limitations discussed in the next section. Mkhistory has been executed with list-files 
specifying as many as 40 text files to be processed. Assuming the text files to be processed are 
correctly formatted, as discussed previously (Section 2.1) and in the next section, and the limitations 
discussed in the next section are not violated, Mkhistory will execute properly. 
4.1 IDENTIFICATION OF LIMITATIONS ON SOFTWARE ROUTINE OR 
VALIDITY 
4.1.1 The list-file name must be less than 40 characters, i.e., only the first 40 characters of the 
name will be read. 
4.1.2 The total number of text files to be processed (and hence the number of processed files 
produced) by Mkhistory is limited to 999. 
4.1.3 The total number of rows of data (rows appearing after the line beginning with "time") in any 
text file to be processed must be less than 500. 
4.1.4 The file name of each text file to be processed must be no more than 128 characters and the 
file name of each created history file must be no more than 30 characters, i.e., the histo~y file 
names that appears in the WAPDEG input file segment (appended to the list-file) is limited 
to 30 characters. 
4.1.5 The total number of waste packages (user-input) can be an integer no greater than 1,000.000 
and no less than 1. If the user enters a value greater than 1,000.000 or less than I .  a default 
value of 1,000,000 is assumed. 
4.1.6 Each text file to be processed must contain a line starting with "area of zone" immediately 
followed by a line containing a real value at column 46. The real value is to occupy a field 
width of 9 spaces and 6 digits will appear after the decimal place (i.e.. this value is read with 
the FORTRAN format statement "format(45x, f9.6)." 
4.1.7 The line starting with "area of zone" and its following line must be followed (not necessalily 
immediately) by a line starting with "time" which is followed with the columnar data. 
5. REFERENCE LIST OF ALL DOCUMENTATION RELEVANT TO THE 
QUALIFICATION 
CRWMS M&O 1999a. Slipportirzg Media for "RIP I~zput Tables Froltl FVAPDEG For LA DesiLqll 
Selectiolz: Erz1zatzced Desigll Altenzati~~e 111h ". 210-78rO.exe. Windows Self-extracting archive. Las 
Vegas, Nevada: CRWMS MBiO. ACC: MOL.19990528.0283. DTN: M09903MWDWAP78.003. 
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CRWMS M&O 1998b. Sofivure Routirle Repolf for WAPDEG (Versiou 3.09). CSCI: 300.18 V3.09 
DI: 30048-2999 REV 02. Las Vegas, Nevada: CRWMS MBrO. ACC: MOL.19981012.0223. 
6. COMPUTER LISTING OF SOURCE CODE 
PROGRAM mkhistory 
C 
c This program reads a list of drift-scale thermal 
c hydrologic model result files with matching history 
c file names; produces the history files; creates the 
c WAPDEG history file segment; and creates a listing 
c of all the histories suitable for graphing 
c purposes. 
C 
c NH is the maximum number of histories to be read 
c NR is the maximum number of rows in a history file 
c NC is the maximum number of columns in a history file 
c NP is the default maximum number of waste packages 
c NLINE is the length of a line read 
C 
IMPLICIT NONE 
INTEGER NH, NR, NC, NP, NLINE 
PARAMETER (NH = 999, NR = 500, NC = 50) 
PARAMETER (NP = 1000000, NLINE = 160) 
INTEGER listfid, datafid, hstyfid, numpack, nurnhst 
INTEGER i, j, k, nrows(NH), ifrac(NH), totalifrac 
INTEGER numcol, npcol, pcol(NC) 
DOUBLE PRECISION dat(NC,NR,NH) 
DOUBLE PRECISION frac(NH), totalfrac 
character ver*lO, line*NLINE 
character listfl*40, datafl*NLINE(NH), hstyfl*NLINE(NH) 
C 
c Initialize values 
C 
3000 format(A160) 
ver = '1.01' 
listfid = 31 
datafid = 32 
hstyfid = 33 
ifrac = -999 
frac = -999.99 
totalifrac = 0 
totalfrac = O.DO 
L 
c Get the names of the data files to post process and the history 
c files to create 
C 
write(*,*) 'Enter the list-file name:' 
read ( * , * )  listfl 
write(*,*) 'Enter the total number of waste packages:' 
read ( * ,  * )  numpack 
C 
c Default numpack to get all significant digits from fractions 
C 
if ((numpack .le. 0) .OR. (numpack .ge. NP)) then 
numpack = NP 
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write(*,*) 'Number of waste packages defaulted to:', numpack 
end if 
write(*, * )  
C 
c The first line of the list-file should contain the number 
c of file names that will follow (less than NH), the number 
c of columns in each file, and the number of columns to reprint. 
c The second line should contain the list of column numbers to 
c reprint. 
C 
OPEN (listfid, FILE = listfl, STATUS = 'OLD') 
read (listfid,*) numhst,numcol,npcol 
if (numhst .gt. NH) then 
write(*,*) 'Error: Number of histories too many' 
write(*,*) 'Increase NH and recompile' 
STOP 
end if 
if (numcol .gt. NC) then 
write(*,*) 'Error: Number of columns too many' 
write(*,*) 'Increase NC and recompile' 
STOP 
end if 
read (listfid,*) (pcol(i),i=l,npcol) 
C 
c Read the file names and then open each file. 
c Get the fraction of waste packages in the line after the 
c phase 'area of zone' in the 46 position 
c Read in the data columns after the line starting with 
c the time label 
C 
do i = 1, numhst 
read(listfid,3000) line 
CALL getfilenames(line, NLINE, datafl(i), hstyfl(i)) 
OPEN (datafid, FILE = datafl(i), STATUS = 'OLD') 
read(datafid,3000) line 
do while (line(1: 4) .NE. 'time') 
read (datafid, 3000) line 
if (line(l:12) .EQ. 'area of zone') then 
read(datafid, 2005) frac(i) 
2005 format(45x, £9.6) 
end if 
end do 
j = 1  
do while (j . le. NR) 
read(datafid,*, end = 101) (dat(k,j,i),k=l,numcol) 
j = j+l 
end do 
101 continue 
nrows(i) = j-1 
CLOSE (dataf id) 
end do 
C 
c Create history files and history segment for WAPDEG input file 




2002 format(I3,27x,'l~umber of alternate histories') 
do i = 1, numhst 
OPEN (hstyfid, FILE = hstyfl(i)) 
do j = 2, nrows(i) 




write (hstyf id, * )  
write(listfid,2007) hstyfl(i), i 
2007 format(A30,'1~istor~ filef,13) 
ifrac(i) = int(numpack*frac(i) + 0.5) 
write(listfid,2008) ifrac(i) 





c Print fraction information (to the screen and list-file) 
C 
do i = 1, nurnhst 
write(*,2009) i, frac(i) , ifrac(i) 
write(listfid,2009) i, frac(i), ifrac(i) 
totalifrac = totalifrac + ifrac(i) 
totalfrac = totalfrac + frac(i) 




write(*,*) 'Running mkhistory version '//ver 
write(*,*) 'Using list-file: '//listfl 
C 
write(listfid,2010) totalfrac,totalifrac 
write(listfid,*) 'Running mkhistory version '//ver 
write(listfid,*) 'Using list-file: '//listfl 
2010 format(lx,'Totals are:',5x,f15.6,' and ',I91 
C 









c Pause program before completing 
C 
write(*,*) 'Press return to continue' 
read ( * , * )  
CLOSE(1istfid) 
END !PROGRAM mkhistory 
C 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
C 
SUBROUTINE getfilenames(line, linesize, datafl, hstyfl) 
C 
c Find the positions in line where the file names are. 
c Input : line, linesize 
c Output: datafl, hstyfl 





character line*(*), datafl*(*), hstyfl*(*) 
integer linesize 
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C 
c Local variables 
C 
integer i, starthst, endhst, startdat, enddat 
C 
c Find the positions in line where the file names are. 
C 
i = l  
do while (line(i:i) .eq. ' ' )  
i = i + l  
end do 
startdat = i 
do while (line(i:i) .ne. ' ' )  
i = i + l  
end do 
enddat = i - 1 
do while (line(i: i) .eq. ' ' )  
i = i + l  
end do 
starthst = i 
do while ((line(i: i) .ne. ' ' )  .and. (i .le. linesize)) 
i = i + l  
end do 
endhst = i - 1 
datafl = line(startdat:enddat) 
hstyfl = line(starthst:endhst) 
RETURN 
END !SUBROUTINE getfilenames 
C 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
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Attachment I1 - TITANIUM GRADE 7 GENERAL CORROSION RATES 
This worksheet documents the creation of the general corrosion rate cumulative distribution 
functions applicable to a titanium grade 7 alloy at 30, 60, and 120°C. The corrosion rate 
distributions are defined by Model B of a recent communication on titanium corrosion 
models (CRWMS MBrO 1999c. Desigrz Irzprrt Trnrzsr~littrrl For Licrrzse Appliccrtiorl De.tigr1 
Selectiorl Plzcise 2 Erllzcirlcecl Desigrl A1trrrzuti1~e.s Irlprlt or2 1 )  Teruperatrrre cc~zcl Relcrtil-r 
Hlinliclity Tllresllolds.for Vrlriolis Corrosiorl Moclrs qfAlloy 22 A r ~ l  Ti-7 2 )  Clcrclclirlg 
Degrclclcitiorz Due to Elel-cited Fuel Roc1 Trr~lper-cltrrres Ccilt.sc~c1 By tlle Use of Bcic&-fill or 
Higher Tllen~zcil Lociclir~g, Item I p. I of 3 Response 1). The function r(T) below models the 
median corrosion rate (mmlyr) at temperature, T ("C). The varlation around this medlan 
corrosion rate is specified as a normal distribution truncated at +3s, with 50% uncertainty 
and 50% variability. s is the given model standard deviation of the general corrosion rate 
distributions. 
Cumulative distribution function (cdf) tables (with 201 entries) of the full col-rosion rate 
distributions are created below. Then cdf tables are created and printed out that represent 
just variability centered at the median corrosion rate due to uncertainty. 
cnorm(z) - cnorm(- 3 )  p := 
cnorm ( 3  ) - cnorm (- 3)  
gTi I := r(30).exp(s.z) 
gTi2 := r(60).exp(s.z) 
gTi3 := r( 120).exp(s.z) 
Note, all vectors are of size (N+1). 
The z-values range from -3 to +3 with a spacing 
of 0.03. 
p is a vector of probabilities corresponding to 
the z-values for a standard normal distribution 
truncated at a 3  standard deviations. 
The vector gTix (where x may be 1, 2, or 3) are 
general corrosion rates (mrnlyr) with standard 
deviation, s,corresponding to the p-values for 
temperatures 30, 60, and 120°C. respectively. 
1 I 40-4 0.01 
gTi I .  gTi2, gT13 
General Corrosion Rate (mndyr . )  
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Range of values: 
min(gTi1) = 1.2192.10- 7 
median(gTi2) = 2.1644.10- 5 
max(gTi3) = 3.9167.10-' 
The function, slnvar(x,p,wtu,qu), below partitions the variance of the discrete univariate 
distribution given by the cdf table of rate values in x and cumulative probabilities in p. By 
matching probability values we create a table of standard normal score values matched with 
natural lbk rate val& This table is then used to lookup rate values that correspond to the 
Gaussian kiriance partitioning of the standard normal for the given uncertain variability (wtu) 
and quantile (qu) both expressed as fractions. Note, slnvar is an acronym: split (natural log) 
variance. 
- 
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slnvar(x, p ,  wtu, qu) := 
for i E 0. .  length(x) - 1 
~ v t v t  1 - wtu 
z u t & . q n o n ( q u , ~ ,  1) 
wtv is the fraction of the 
variance that represents 
variability. 
zu is the standard normal 
score value that 
I - i f  p ,=l  prob - lo-'-'. zv are the standard 
z i t  
normal values with mean I ( zu + i, .G' otherwise 
zU md \vt\, that 
-- if pi=O corresponds with the 
given quantile. 
- if p ,= l  Values of z and Inx 
make up the lookup table. 
qnorm / p i ,  O,I"; otherwise The probability values 
I for i E ( 0  .. length(x) - I )  
zero and one are mapped 
Inxi+ In x i ' ,  specifically to remove the 
appearances of infinity, 
precision is only good to 
corresponds with the 
variability distribution. 
xvi texpi l in te rp  z ,  lnx , zv.:"; Return matrix of rates 
\ 1,' . '  and cumulative 
augment(xv , p) probabilities. 
By changing the file names below for each set of uncertainty and quantile values the cdf files 
are produced by the file print functions in Mathcad. 
filnam := "gTi 15050.cdf" 
data := slnvar(gTi 1 , p ,  0.50,0.50) 
WRITEPRN(fi1nam) := (rows(data) cols(data) ) 












3 ""' $ 0.25 
, , 
0 
I I .lo-5 1 
<o > data , gTi1 
General Corrosion Rate (mndyr.) 
filnam := "gTi25050.cdf" 
data := slnvar(gTi2, p ,  0.50,0.50) 
WRITEPRN(fi1nam) := (rows(data) cols(data) ) 
APPENDPRN(fi1nam) := data 
- . # 
13 
3 0.75 











1 .lo7 I .lo-G I .lo-5 I 1 .lo-" 0.0 I 
<o > data ,gTi2 
General Corrosion Rate (mndyr.) 
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filnam := "gTi35050.cdf" 
data := slnvar(gTi3, p ,  0.50,0.50) 
WRITEPRN(fi1nam) := (rows(data) cols(data) ) 
APPENDPRN(fi1nam) := data 
. - 
% 0.75 
-$. <I> & data 
0- 0.5 
u 
I .lo7 I I .lo-J 0.0 I 
<o > data , gTi3 
General Corrosion Rate (mmdyr.) 
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